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WEST MUSKINGUM HIGH SCHOOL WELCOMES CLASS OF 2021
 We have developed this course of study to provide students and parents with information to select an
appropriate high school schedule. It may be necessary to supplement this by talking with teachers, counselors,
or administrators. We offer a varied curriculum to meet state and local requirements for graduation, as well as
to meet the differences in students’ abilities, personalities and future career goals.
THERE MAY BE ACADEMIC OR ACHIEVEMENT PREREQUISITES FOR SOME CLASSES. It should also be noted that
some courses may be closed or canceled because of scheduling constraints.
We want to work with both parents and students to select the curriculum program that best serves the needs
of each student. If you have any questions concerning this guide or the scheduling process please call us at
740-452-6312.

Kevin Smith
High School Principal

Pete Woods
Ass’t. Principal/Athletic Director

Meredith Sheck
High School Counselor
(Grades 11 & 12)

Julie Wolfe
High School Counselor
(Grades 9 & 10)
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Course Selection
Appropriate selection of courses should provide a challenging curriculum that fits the student’s ability level. Students and
their parents, with the advice and approval of the school staff, make course selections. Efforts will be made to minimize
study halls and to emphasize courses that will assist the student with their post-secondary goals. As you will see
throughout this course of study a number of options are provided.

ACADEMIC DIFFICULTY LEVEL OF COURSES
On the pages that list the course offerings, the level of difficulty for each course has been designated.
ADVANCED PLACEMENT: West Muskingum High School conducts an Advanced Placement Program with several course
offerings. The Advanced Placement examinations are offered by the College Board, a non- profit membership
organization that provides tests and other educational services for students, schools, and colleges. The membership is
composed of more than 2,600 colleges, schools, school systems, and education associations.
Students who have completed college level work in the Advanced Placement class at West Muskingum High School are
looking forward to the following benefits as a result of taking the examinations:
Exemption by their college or university from beginning courses and permission to take higher level courses in certain
fields.
Academic credit for exams taken, which means fewer graduation requirements.
Tuition savings - up to a year of credit may be given for three or more qualifying AP grades.
Time to explore undergraduate subject areas that they wouldn’t otherwise be able to study.
Eligibility for honors and other special programs open to students who have received AP recognition.
For further information on the AP program, see the AP Coordinator, your guidance counselor, or the current course
description guide.
In recognition that the Advance Placement and College Credit Plus course requirements represent a much more rigorous
curriculum than all other high school level coursework, grades in AP and CCP classes will be weighted on a 5 point scale,
used in determining GPA and class rank as follows:
A= 5 quality points
B= 4 quality points
C= 3 quality points
D= 2 quality points
F= 0 quality points
The reasoning for this is to recognize and reward students for challenging themselves. It brings our high school more into
line with other high schools that have well developed AP and CCP programs.

COLLEGE CREDIT PLUS COURSES: College courses offered to students who have qualified to participate in the CCP
program. Students must meet with their counselor and meet program deadlines and requirements in order to participate.
HONORS CLASSES: Courses are designed for students who wish to be challenged. The requirements and course materials
are more difficult than the college prep curriculum and students will proceed at a faster pace. Teacher recommendation
and high academic standards are prerequisites.
COLLEGE PREPARATORY: Courses are designed primarily for those students going on to college. It is suggested that a
student follow a college preparatory curriculum in all areas. Teacher recommendations and academic progress must be
considered for placement.
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GENERAL: Courses are open to all students. General classes do not qualify for NCAA requirements.
SPECIAL EDUCATION: Courses are open only to those determined eligible through a multi-factored educational
evaluation and following the development of an individualized educational plan. Students must meet certain
requirements through the Ohio Department of Education.
Grade Point Averages and Class Rank
HS Grade Point Averages (GPA's) will be calculated based on grades and credits earned by students at the conclusion of
the semester.

Final GPA will be based on any HS courses taken at the Middle School along with the first 7 semesters of work at the
High School.
College Credit Plus grades are included in the GPA calculation.
AP & CCP Classes are graded on a 5.0 scale, all other classes are on a 4.0 scale.

NCAA College Requirements
A student athlete who plans to attend a Division I college and participate in athletics at that school must complete a core
curriculum of courses with a minimum GPA of 2.0 in order to be eligible for athletic participation. The required core
courses include 4 college prep English, 3 math (Algebra I and higher), 2 science, 2 social studies, 1 additional English, math
or science and 4 additional from any above mentioned area or foreign language, non-doctrinal religion or philosophy.
Division II has similar but slightly different requirements. For specific information and eligibility requirements, go to
www.ncaaclearinghouse.net. The NCAA Eligibility Center now requires registration online. Students still need to request
transcripts from their school counselor.
Educational Options
The educational options available to students at West Muskingum High School are many and varied. All students are
encouraged to take a curriculum that will prepare them for a four-year college/university, a two-year/technical college, or
the workforce. Recommended courses are provided for each of these alternatives in each Career Pathway Area. While a
rich selection of courses is available, several special programs are also offered. For many students, their plan for high
school may change from year to year, but it is best for all students to have a plan in place that they have discussed with
their parents and counselor.
Digital Courses
Digital Learning will be utilized to increase access to high quality educational alternatives for students through online
learning for the purpose of credit recovery, unit recovery, or remediation. Digital courses consist of standard-based
instructional content specifically developed for online delivery, with assessment opportunities integrated throughout and
scaffolding to support learning of students. It is not an option for core courses, (ex: English, Math, Science or Social
Studies) except as approved by the administration.
College Credit Plus Program
The State of Ohio allows seventh through twelfth grade students to enroll full or part time in college courses for high
school and college credit. WMHS students may attend any college offering College Credit Plus coursework for which they
qualify. All standards for admission are set by the college.
In order to participate in CCP, students must attend CCP counseling, turn in an intent to participate by April 1, pass the
college entrance exam, and apply to the college by the college’s deadline.
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West Muskingum High School Credit Requirements
English 4 credits
Mathematics 4 credits
Science 3 credits
Social Studies 3 credits
*Fine Art 1 credit
Health 1/2 credit
**Physical Education 1/2 credit

Credits to Graduate 21

*Students who complete a career technical program are exempt from the Fine Art requirement. See your counselor to
see if this applies to you.
**A student who, during high school, has participated in interscholastic athletics, marching band, cheerleading, or
Twisters for at least two full seasons is eligible to opt out of taking Physical Education. However, the student is required to
complete 21 credits to graduate. The .5 credit that the student would have earned from Physical Education needs to be
made up with another elective.
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CAREER PATHWAYS
The State of Ohio has identified six broad Career Cluster Pathways we hope you will use in planning for your future. A
Career Cluster is a grouping of occupations that share common skill requirements. Career Cluster Pathways provide a
means of organizing academic, technical, and vocational programs, and integrating education by identifying related
course work. Students can learn career skills while taking high school courses linked to four-year, two-year, and technical
post high school programs. To find out which career pathway fits you, take a career interest inventory at
OhioMeansJobs.com.

Arts and Communications
This cluster includes career options within the performing, visual, written, and media arts. This cluster includes but is not
limited to the following industries: theater, film, mass media, journalism, literature, fine arts, TV/radio broadcasting,
advertising, public relations, graphic design, printing/publishing, telecommunications, technical writing, commercial art,
dramatic productions (in front of and behind the scenes), entertainment, teaching, restoring and appraising art, and
creating original works of art. Many of the skills learned in this area can be transferred to areas in business, public service,
and human resources. Because communication is a skill needed for success in working with people, this pathway is often
considered a foundation skill for other areas.
Arts and Communications Suggested Electives
Mythology
Creative Writing
Yearbook
Spanish I-III
AP Psychology
AP Human Geography
Sociology
Digital Media
Higher level Math Elective
AP Anatomy and Physiology
CP Physics
Family and Consumer Science
Art
Advanced Art
Drawing
Painting
Principles of Art
Art Appreciation
Ceramics and Sculpture
Performing Ensembles
Non Performing Music Classes
Business and Management
This cluster encompasses the following areas: banking and finance, accounting, administration and management,
marketing, administrative support, computer information systems, information technology, travel and tourism, retail
management, culinary and food service management, distribution and warehousing, and data processing. Workers in this
group use mathematical and analytical skills to design financial systems and interpret records. Others set policies and
priorities as well as participate in marketing and sales activities. Professional occupations in this area, which require high
educational attainment and offer high earnings, are expected to grow rapidly.
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Business and Management Suggested Electives
Digital/Multimedia
Business Management
Marketing
Personal Finance
Legal Environment
International Business
Accounting I
Accounting II
Art and /or Music
Food and Wellness
Child Development
Technology Education
Foreign language
Anatomy and Physiology
Chemistry or Physics
Advanced Math (above Algebra II)

Environmental and Agricultural Sciences
This cluster includes careers related to service, research, education, and production. Numerous career opportunities exist
in agricultural sales and services, animal and crop production, education, engineering and mechanical systems, food
processing, horticulture, and natural resources. Environmental and Agricultural Sciences careers include jobs such as
veterinarian, veterinarian’s assistant, breeder, pet shop sales, diesel and agricultural mechanic, floriculturist, landscaper,
safety risk management, environmental protection services, hazardous waste technician, game warden, wildlife manager,
surveyor, park maintenance, and wastewater treatment operator.
Environmental and Agricultural Sciences Suggested Electives
Spanish I-III
Statistics
Art
Music
Agricultural, Food and Natural Resources
Animal and Plant Science
Environmental Science
Mechanical Principles
Livestock, Selection and Nutrition
Living with Technology I/II
Biology and/or AP Biology
Healthy and Safe Foods
Anatomy and Physiology
Child Development
Chemistry
Calculus
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Health Services
This cluster includes service, research, education, and manufacturing areas of the health industry. Many career
opportunities exist within medicine, dentistry, nursing, radiology, optometry, nutrition, biotechnology, physical therapy,
occupational therapy, rehabilitation, and prevention and wellness. The Health Services pathway prepares students for a
variety of options for jobs in the healthcare profession. The healthcare field offers opportunities as aides, technicians,
nurses, therapists, and doctors. Many of the careers in the healthcare field are among the fastest growing occupations
available. All of these jobs require at least a high school diploma and some technical training; many require a two- year
college degree and some require four-year degrees and beyond.
Health Services Suggested Electives
Chemistry
AP Chemistry
Biology and/or AP Biology
Anatomy and Physiology
Medical Terminology
Psychology
Sociology
Child Development
Healthy Living
Healthy and Safe Foods
Art
Music
Digital Media
Spanish I-III
Living with Technology
Physics
Calculus
Math elective (above Algebra II)
Industrial and Engineering Services
This cluster is divided into three sub clusters: manufacturing, construction, and transportation. The manufacturing sub
cluster involves all aspects of the manufacturing industry from product design, to production and delivery. The
construction sub cluster includes all of the building trades as well as engineering, architecture, and surveying. The
transportation sub cluster includes all aspects of the industry: automotive, airline, maritime, rail, and trucking. Industrial
and Engineering Services careers include a variety of jobs in the automotive, industrial, construction, and manufacturing
industries. Jobs in this area require either specific post-secondary training or two- or four-year college degrees. After
receiving this additional training and/or education, many of these workers make higher than average earnings. Workers
in this group collect, record, and coordinate technical information and solve problems related to production. Others
operate and maintain equipment or inspect and/or test materials and products to be sure they meet quality standards.
Industrial and Engineering Suggested Electives
AP Chemistry
Physics
Pre-Calculus
AP Calculus
Digital/Multimedia
Healthy and Safe Foods
Child Development
Art and/or Music
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Foreign language
AP Biology
Technology Education
Statistics

Public Service/Human Resources
This cluster includes career options within a variety of industries related to economic, political, and social systems. These
industries encompass personal, protective, legal, educational, and children’s and family services. Public Service and
Human Resources careers include a variety of jobs in law and legal services, community support areas, fire and city
services, education, and personal services such as cosmetology and home health aides. Educational services are projected
to be some of the fastest growing occupations.
Public Service and Human Resources Career Suggested Electives
Foreign language
Art and/or Music
Technology Education
AP Biology
Sociology
Healthy and Safe Foods
AP Human Geography
Child Development
Physics
Anatomy and Physiology
Calculus
AP Psychology
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How to Use This Manual
This Program of Study is a tool to help you understand graduation requirements and plan your high school career. Your
counselor will help you to select courses that are appropriate for you.
Course Recommendations
The following courses are recommended as the core curriculum for all West Muskingum students. Your counselors will
meet with you to advise you on appropriate courses to take.
Recommended Coursework for Students
Grade 9
CP English 9 or Honors English 9
CP Algebra I or Honors Algebra II (Teacher Rec.)
Physical Science or Honors Biology
World History
Foreign Language
Health
Physical Education
Fine Art
Electives
Grade 10
CP English 10 or Honors English 10
CP Algebra II, Honors Algebra II
Biology, Honors Biology, Chemistry, Honors Chemistry
US History, AP US History
Foreign Language
Health
Physical Education
Fine Art
Electives
Grade 11
CP English 11 or AP Lit. & Comp.
CP Geometry or Honors Geometry, (Algebra II, Class of 2022) or Advanced Level Math
Chemistry, Honors Chemistry, CP Physics, CP Anatomy & Physiology, or another Advanced Science course
Foreign Language
US Government or AP US Government and Politics
Additional AP courses
Fine Art
Electives
Grade 12
CP English 12 or AP Lang. and Comp.
College Algebra or Advanced Level Math
Advanced Science course
Foreign Language
Additional AP courses
Economics or Microeconomics
Electives

MID EAST CAREER AND TECHNOLOGY CENTER
During the scheduling process all students will be informed of vocational program opportunities at MidEast Career
Center. Students will also have an opportunity to visit the MidEast Campuses during their sophomore year to learn more
about programs. MidEast expects students to be on track for graduation. It is important for students to have earned
credits in Algebra I, Health, and Physical Education before attending the career center.
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High School Academic Diploma with Honors for Graduating Classes of 2012 and Beyond
Students need to fulfill only 7 of the following 8 criteria

Subject

Criteria

English`

4 Units

Math

4 units, including Algebra I, Geometry, Algebra II or
equivalent and another higher level course or a
four-year sequence of courses that contain equivalent
content or higher content

Science

4 units, including two units of advanced science

Social Studies

4 units

Foreign Language

3 units of one language or 2 units each of two different
languages

Fine Arts

1 unit

Grade Point Average

3.5 on a 4.0 scale

ACT/SAT Score [excluding scores from the writing
sections]

27 ACT / 1280 SAT
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Career-Technical Diploma with Honors for
Graduating Classes of 2012 and Beyond
Students need to fulfill only 7 of the following 8 criteria
Subject

Criteria

Math

4 Units, including Algebra I, Geometry, Algebra II
or the Equivalent, and another higher level course or a
four-year sequence of courses that contain equivalent
content

Science

4 units including two units of advanced science

Social Studies

4 units

Foreign Language

2 Units of one world language

Electives

4 units of Career-Technical minimum. Program must lead
to an industry recognized credential, apprenticeship, or be
part of an articulated career pathway which can lead to
post- secondary credit.

Grade Point Average

3.5 on a 4.0 scale

ACT/SAT/WorkKeys

27 ACT / 1280 SAT / WorkKeys: 6 or higher on Reading for
Information and 6 or higher on Applied Mathematics

Field Experience

Complete a field experience and document the experience
in a portfolio specific to the student’s area of focus.

Portfolio

Develop a comprehensive portfolio of work based on the
student’s field experience or a topic that is related to the
student’s area of focus.

Additional Assessment

Earn an industry-recognized credential or achieve
proficiency benchmark for appropriate Ohio
Career-Technical Competency Assessment or equivalent
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COURSE OFFERINGS 2020-2021

All courses less than 1 credit are by semester
Course No.

Name

Grades

Credit

ENGLISH COURSES
034
032
033
044
042
043
050
052
063
060
062
053
064
069
093
Engl1510
Engl2225

English 9
CP English 9
Honors English 9
English 10
CP English 10
Honors English 10
English 11
CP English 11
AP Literature and Composition
English 12
CP English 12
AP Language and Composition
Science Fiction and Fantasy
Reading and Design
Mythology
English Composition w/Research
Technical Writing

9
9
9
10
10
10
11
11
11-12
12
12
12
9-10-11-12
9-10-11-12
9-10-11-12
11-12
11-12

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
.5
.5
.5
1
1

LANGUAGE
180
185
190
195

CP Spanish I
CP Spanish II
CP Spanish III
CP Spanish IV

9-10-11-12
10-11-12
11-12
11-12

1
1
1
1

MATHEMATICS
229
230
232
242
243
245
247
264
265
266
250
249
249CC
252
252CC

Algebra I
CP Algebra I
Honors Algebra I
Algebra II Concepts
Algebra II
CP Algebra II
Honors Algebra II
Geometry
CP Geometry
Honors Geometry
Business Math
CP College Algebra
CCP College Algebra
CP Statistics
CCP Statistics

9
9
9
10
10
10
10
11-12
11-12
11-12
12
12
12
11-12
11-12

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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246
246CC
292

CP Pre-Calculus
CCP Pre-Calculus
AP Calculus

11-12
11-12
12

1
1
1

SCIENCE
321
336
340
325
360
361
379
342
343
380
320
326
322
323
324

Physical Science
Biology
Honors Biology
Environmental Biology
Chemistry
Honors Chemistry
STEM Aviation
CP Anatomy & Physiology
AP Biology
CP Physics
Medical Terminology
Forensic Science
Science of Sports Medicine
Science of Sports Medicine II
Kinesiology

9-10-11-12
10-11-12
9-10-11-12
10-11-12
10-11-12
10-11-12
10-11-12
11-12
11-12
11-12
11-12
11-12
11-12
11-12
11-12

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
.5
1
1
1
.5 (elective)

SOCIAL STUDIES
442
443
444
452
453
451
464
454
439
446
455
445

World History
US History
AP US History
US Government
AP US Government & Politics
Economics & Personal Financial Lit.
Sociology
World Geography
Global Issues
AP Microeconomics
AP Human Geography
AP Psychology

9
10
10
11
11
12
11-12
10-11-12
9-10-11-12
12
10-11-12
10-11-12

1
1
1
1
1
1
.5
.5
.5
1
1
1

AGRICULTURE
383
391
384
387
392
390
393

Ag. Food & Natural Resources
Animal & Plant Science
Environmental Science
Animal Health
Mechanical Principles
Ag Business Management
Mechanical Principles II

9-10-11-12
10-12
10-12
10-12
11-12
11-12
11-12

1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
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BUSINESS
583
586
510
580
585
515
582

Business/Management Foundations
Marketing
Accounting I
Legal Environment
Personal Finance
Accounting II
International Business

INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY
620
Living with Technology
654
Architecture Design
653
Computer Hardware
655
Engineering Design
656
Energy Systems Management
657
Digital Media Production
643
Production Woodworking
644
Advanced Woodworking
652
Production Manufacturing
FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCES
683
Culinary Fundamentals
698
Interior Design, Furnishings and
Management
693
Food Science
689
Child Development
692
Global Foods
696
College and Career Readiness
684
Transitions and Careers

ART
811
821
822
812
813
814
820
818

Art I
Art Appreciation
Principles of Art & Design
Art II/Advanced Art
Drawing
Painting
Intro to Ceramics
Creative Crafts
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9-10
9-10-11-12
10-11-12
10-11-12
11-12
11-12
11-12

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

9-12
9-10-11-12
9-10-11-12
9-10-11-12
9-10-11-12
9-10-11-12
10-12
10-12
11-12

.5
1
1
1
1
.5
.5
.5
1

9-10-11-12

.5

10-11-12
9-10-11-12
10-11-12
9-10-11-12
12
9-10

.5
.5
.5
.5
.5
.5

9-10-11-12
9-10-11-12
9-10-11-12
10-11-12
10-11-12
10-11-12
10-11-12
10-11-12

1
.5
.5
.5
.5
.5
.5
.5

MUSIC
864
863
865
866
883
884

Concert Band
Marching Band
Pep Band
Jazz Band
Concert Choir
Audition Vocal Ensemble

Sem./Year
Eve. Sem.1
Eve. Sem. 2
Sem./Year

HEALTH & PHYSICAL EDUCATION
920
Co-Ed Physical Education
935
Health
945
Physical Fitness

9-10-11-12
9-10-11-12
9-10-11-12
9-10-11-12
9-10-11-12
9-10-11-12

1
.5(after-school)
.5(after-school)
1
.5
1 (audition class)

9-10-11-12
9-10-11-12
10-11-12

.25
.5
.5

9-10-11-12
9-10-11-12
10-11-12

.5
.5
.0

Electives
936A
936B
682

Varsity Athlete Weight Lifting
Varsity Athlete Weight Lifting
Effective Leadership

Sem. 1
Sem. 2
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
ENGLISH SUBJECTS
English course offerings are designed to meet requirements established in the course of study. The required courses are
designed in sequence, therefore it is to the student's' advantage to decide which sequence fits their needs and career
goals and follow it through all four years. T his choice should also be reflected in the student's other curriculum as well.
For example, a College Preparatory English student must also be committed to pursuing a college preparatory curriculum
in all academic areas.
Each college prep student should:
1. Maintain a B or above average grades in English.
2. Demonstrate interest in college attendance as evidenced by enrollment in appropriate course work in other
disciplines. College Prep English students should also be willing to complete appropriate college entrance tests
such as the PSAT, SAT, and ACT.
3. Teacher recommendation(s) from previous grades
All required courses include the study of basic literary genres: short story, drama, novel, and poetry. Students will
also be asked to master the reading skills necessary for success in today's world. An intensive review of correct English
usage and the opportunity to practice this skill in writing assignments ranging from the keeping of journals to writing
research papers, will be included. The choice of literary selections, writing assignments and the complexity and purpose of
usage study varies from the General to College Prep classes. Students at all grade levels will be asked to demonstrate
skills in public speaking, listening and visual literacy.
CP ENGLISH 9 (032) 1 CREDIT – Follows department criteria for admission
The ninth grade college preparatory student can expect high-level challenges in developing close reading, writing,
speaking, and listening skills. Students will be expected to complete projects, assignments, and research in class and
independently outside of class. Literary selections will be drawn from quality literature of various genres, time periods,
and cultures.
ENGLISH 9 (034) 1 CREDIT – Teacher recommendation ONLY
The ninth grade student can expect challenges in further developing their reading, writing, speaking, and listening skills.
Students will be expected to complete projects, assignments, and research in class. Literary selections will be drawn from
quality literature of various genres, time periods, and cultures.
HONORS ENGLISH 9 (033) 1 CREDIT – At least a B in English (gifted) in Middle School or Teacher Recommendation
The ninth grade honors student can expect a demanding curriculum beyond what is offered in the College Preparatory
English. Students will focus on close reading, writing, speaking, and listening skills. Literature will be a combination of
contemporary and classic literature from the 17th - 20th century. Students will demonstrate an understanding of the
literature as well as developing the literature’s historical context and societal connections. Students will use the writing
process to develop writing skills including organizational strategies, synthesizing information, and developing style and
correctness. Writing assignments will include journals, essays, analysis, research, and narrative pieces. Students will be
expected to develop oral communication and listening skills through a variety of individual and group activities which may
include poetry, interpretive artistic pieces, speeches, and video productions.
CP ENGLISH 10 (042) 1 CREDIT - Follows department criteria for admission
The tenth grade college preparatory student can expect to face high level challenges including reading and writing
assignments to be completed outside of class. The four modes of reading, writing, speaking, and listening will be the focus
of assignments. Writing assignments stemming from literature and other sources will be expected to reflect the students’
increasing abilities to put ideas into words and demonstrate an understanding of the methods used by writers and poets.
A research project will be required. The literature studied in the course will be drawn from all over the world and will
include classics and contemporary literature.
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ENGLISH 10 (044) 1 CREDIT - Teacher recommendation ONLY
The tenth grade student can expect assignments to focus on the four modes of reading, writing, speaking, and listening.
Writing assignments stemming from literature and other sources will be expected to reflect the students’ increasing
abilities to put ideas into words. A research project will be required. The literature studied in the course will be drawn
from all over the world and will include classics and contemporary literature.
HONORS ENGLISH 10 (043) 1 CREDIT – At least a B in Honors English 9 or Teacher Recommendation
The tenth grade honors student can expect a demanding curriculum beyond what is offered in the college prep course.
Students will focus on reading, writing, speaking, and listening. Students will be expected to do a great deal of reading
and writing outside of class. Literature will be a combination of contemporary and classic literature from America and the
world. Students will demonstrate an understanding of the literature and its historical societal contexts. Students will
develop critical writing skills as they analyze and critique the literature through journals and essays. An extensive research
paper is required. Narrative pieces and poetry will also be written. Students will be expected to develop oral
communication and listening skills through a variety of activities including poetry readings, skits, dramatic scenes,
speeches, and video productions.
ENGLISH 11 (050) 1 CREDIT - Open enrollment
The emphasis of English 11 is practical in nature and focuses on skills necessary to become a productive citizen after high
school. English 11 will focus on the four components of reading, writing, speaking, and listening. Students will encounter
a variety of literature and demonstrate an understanding of its structure, meaning, and application to their personal lives.
Students will use the writing process to develop writing skills including organizational strategies, synthesizing information,
and developing style and correctness. Writing assignments may include essays, journals, research, and practical
application. Students will be expected to develop oral communication and listening skills through various individual and
group activities which may include drama, poetry, speeches, interviews, and films.
CP ENGLISH 11 (052) 1 CREDIT - Follows department criteria for admission
The eleventh grade college preparatory student can expect to face high level challenges. This course will require a
significant commitment to reading away from the classroom. The introduction of American literature presents the
student with the opportunity to confront some of America's great minds. Students will read a variety of classic American
novels in addition to the textbook and selected nonfiction. Writing assignments stemming from this literature and other
sources will be expected to reflect the students' increasing ability to put ideas into words. A research project resulting in a
term paper will be required.
AP LITERATURE AND COMPOSITION (063) 1 CREDIT
AP English 11 will engage students in the careful reading and critical analysis of imaginative fiction approximating two
semesters of college coursework. Students will undertake an extensive study of Western Literature concentrating on
works of literary merit from Britain, America, Africa, Asia, and some non-English works in translation. Writing
assignments focus on the critical analysis of literature and include expository, analytical, and argumentative essays. This
course will require a significant commitment to reading a
 way from the classroom. C
 lass time will focus on lecture,
timed writing, and peer discussion. It is expected that students completing this course will prepare and sit for the College
Board AP Exam in the Spring. Additional fees for testing and materials apply to this course. Students should have
completed Honors or CP English 10, and/or be willing to accept a rigorous academic course of study.

ENGLISH 12 (060) 1 CREDIT - Open enrollment
Like English 11, English 12 is practical in nature and focuses on the skills necessary to become a productive citizen after
high school. English 12 will focus on the four components of reading, writing, speaking, and listening. Students will read a
variety of literature and demonstrate an understanding of its structure, meaning, and application to their personal lives.
Students will use the writing process to develop writing skills including organizational strategies, synthesizing information,
and developing style and correctness. Writing assignments may include essays, journals, research, and practical
applications. Students will be expected to develop oral communication and listening skills through various individual and
group activities which may include drama, poetry, speeches, interviews, and films.
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CP ENGLISH 12 (062) 1 CREDIT - Follows department criteria for admission
The twelfth grade college preparatory student can expect to find high level challenges in reading, writing, speaking, and
listening. The study of British and world literature traces the development of literary genre from the Anglo-Saxon period
to the present. Poetry, drama, and the essay are studied in more depth than in previous courses. Writings are generally
about literature, but writings about subjects of the students' choice will further develop the sense of audience, style, and
language. Speeches and a term paper may also be required.
AP LANGUAGE AND COMPOSITION (053) 1 CREDIT
AP Language and Composition 12 will approximate the challenge of college composition course work. Students will be
expected to read predominately non-fiction text, selected to give them opportunity to examine authors’ rhetorical
strategies and techniques. The course will teach research skills and will build students’ ability to evaluate, use, and cite
primary and secondary sources. The course will require expository, argumentative, and analytical writings. Fiction or
poetry, if used, will focus on the authors’ linguistic and rhetorical use of language to help students become increasingly
aware of themselves as writers and of the techniques employed by the writers they read. It is expected that students
completing this course will prepare and sit for the College Board AP Exam in the spring. Additional fees for testing and
materials apply to this course. Students should have completed AP Literature and Composition or CP English 11, and/or be
willing to accept a rigorous academic course of study.
SCIENCE FICTION AND FANTASY (064) ½ CREDIT- GRADES 9-10-11-12 (ELECTIVE)
Students will examine how the science fiction and fantasy genres reflect popular culture and the concerns of society. In
reading science fiction and fantasy novels, excerpts of novels, and short stories by authors from various time periods, and
in viewing excerpts from some science fiction and fantasy films and documentaries, students will hone their abilities to
analyze, making both literary and global connections.
MYTHOLOGY (093) – ½ CREDIT – GRADES 9-10-11-12 (ELECTIVE)An introduction to classical mythology, this course is a survey of stories about heroes, gods, and the universe. The course
explores the influence of myths on art, literature, and culture in the modern world. A variety of cultural myths will be
studied including Greek/Roman.
READING AND DESIGN (069) - ½ CREDIT - GRADES 9-10-11-12 (ELECTIVE)
Students will select reading sections of their choosing and then create artwork based on the literature/nonfiction visual
art, drama, or digital media. The course will require reading, interpretation, and creativity.
ENGLISH COMPOSITION WITH RESEARCH (ENGL1510) 1 CREDIT- GRADES 11-12 (ELECTIVE)
The course will focus on developing skills in college-level writing, reading, communication, and critical thinking. Writing is
a process, and your writing can be refined and improved with practice. In this course, you will write a minimum of 2
 0
pages of formal revised essays, as well as additional directed writing, including response, analysis and critique of various
assigned texts. In addition, you will collaborate with peers to develop your ideas, create drafts and revisions of your
essays, and extend your ability to craft persuasive arguments by presenting and documenting credible secondary material
in support of your position. This course includes and evaluates the following Success Skills: Communicates Effectively;
Maintains Professional Skills and Attitudes; Demonstrates Learning and Critical Thinking Skills; Practices Human Relations
Skills; and Maintains a Code of Ethics. Students have the option of receiving dual credit for this course with Hocking
College
TECHNICAL WRITING (ENGL2225) 1 CREDIT - GRADES 11-12 (ELECTIVE) Prerequisite-ENGL1510 or equivalent
This course involves organizing and presenting written data with an emphasis on clear, precise, objective thinking and
writing as demonstrated through a series of written documents. Assignments will include audience analysis, purpose, and
format appropriate for letters, memos, reports, and other documents used in technical areas. Students have the option of
receiving dual credit for this course with Hocking College
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MATH SUBJECTS
ALGEBRA I (229) GRADE 9 - 1 CREDIT
-Prerequisite: TEACHER PLACEMENT ONLY
Algebra topics will include systems of equations, exponent properties and polynomial operations. Students will also
explore linear, exponential, quadratic, and radical functions, their graphs, and solutions to their equations. This course is
taken after 8th grade Math and covers topics at a slower pace than the CP course. This course is not designed as a
pathway to college.
CP ALGEBRA I (230) GRADE 9 - 1 CREDIT
-Prerequisite: TEACHER PLACEMENT ONLY
Algebra topics will include systems of equations, exponent properties and polynomial operations. Students will also
explore linear, exponential, quadratic, and radical functions, their graphs, and solutions to their equations. This course is
taken after 8th grade Math.
HONORS ALGEBRA I (232) GRADE 9 -1 CREDIT
-Prerequisite: TEACHER PLACEMENT ONLY
All concepts covered in CP Algebra will be covered in this course. The pace will be accelerated and the content will include
additional Algebraic concepts.
ALGEBRA II Concepts (242) GRADE 10 - 1 CREDIT
-Prerequisite: Algebra I, T EACHER RECOMMENDATION
This course is taken after Algebra I and before Algebra II. All Algebra I topics will be reviewed, while a few Algebra II topics
will be introduced such as solving equations and inequalities, factoring, exploring functions and their graphs. This course
will benefit students needing additional Algebra skills and provide needed intervention to best prepare them for the state
End of Course exam.
ALGEBRA II (243) GRADES 10-12 1 CREDIT
-Prerequisite: Algebra I
Algebra II is required for all students. The course will include solving equations and inequalities, functions and graphing,
polynomial arithmetic, factoring, radicals, complex numbers, and rational expressions, along with extensions of
polynomial, quadratic, rational, radical, exponential and logarithmic functions. This course covers topics at a slower pace
and is not designed as a pathway to college.
CP ALGEBRA II (245) GRADES 10-12 1 CREDIT
-Prerequisite: Algebra I
Algebra II is required for all students. The course will include solving equations and inequalities, functions and graphing,
polynomial arithmetic, factoring, radicals, complex numbers, and rational expressions, along with extensions of
polynomial, quadratic, rational, radical, exponential and logarithmic functions.
HONORS ALGEBRA II (247 ) 10-12 1 CREDIT
-Prerequisite: “A” or “B” in Honors Algebra I or Teacher recommendation
Concepts covered in CP Algebra II will be covered in this course. The pace will be accelerated and the coverage will require
a deeper understanding of concepts. Additional Algebra topics will be introduced and may include logarithmic functions,
exponential functions, trigonometric functions, data analysis, and analytic geometry.
GEOMETRY (264) GRADE 11 - 1 CREDIT
-Prerequisite: CP Algebra II or Honors Algebra II
This course is taken after Algebra II. Geometry studies and defines space by applying concepts of rigid motions, exploring
congruence and similarity, introducing trigonometry, learning about circle relationships, and calculating area and volume.
Students will also gain experience with coordinate geometry, modeling, proof and logical reasoning. This course covers
topics at a slower pace than the CP course. This course is not designed as a pathway to college.
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CP GEOMETRY (265) GRADE 11 - 1 CREDIT
-Prerequisite: CP Algebra II or Honors Algebra II
This course is taken after Algebra II. Geometry studies and defines space by applying concepts of rigid motions, exploring
congruence and similarity, introducing trigonometry, learning about circle relationships, and calculating area and volume.
Students will also gain experience with coordinate geometry, modeling, proof and logical reasoning.
HONORS GEOMETRY (266 ) GRADE 11 - 1 CREDIT
-Prerequisite: “A” or “B” in Honors Algebra II or Teacher recommendation
All concepts covered in CP Geometry will be covered in this course. The pace will be accelerated and the coverage will
require a deeper understanding of concepts, proof, and logical reasoning. Additional Geometric topics may also be
introduced including transformations, vectors, and matrices.
BUSINESS MATH (250) GRADES 12 1 CREDIT
-Prerequisite: Geometry or Teacher Recommendation
Students develop the skills necessary to solve mathematical problems, analyze and interpret data, and apply sound
decision-making skills in business. Content should be based on National Business Education Association (NBEA) content
standards. Only grade 9-12 courses based on standards from the 9-12 grade band of NBEA Standards are eligible for high
school credit.
CP/CCP COLLEGE ALGEBRA (249/249CC) GRADE 12 - 1 CREDIT
-Prerequisite: Geometry
This course is designed for senior students whose achievement level in mathematics is insufficient to profit from
Pre-Calculus. T his course will include the study of polynomials, exponential functions, logarithmic functions, and linear
algebra. Students have the option of receiving dual credit for College Algebra with Zane State
CP/CCP PRE-CALCULUS (246/246CC) GRADES 11 &12 - 1 CREDIT
-Prerequisite: Honors Geometry or Teacher Recommendation
Pre-calculus is a rigorous course designed to prepare the students for Advanced Placement Calculus. This course will
include the study of various functions, analytic geometry, and discrete mathematics. Topics will include polynomial
functions, exponential functions, logarithmic functions, linear algebra, trigonometric functions, and their inverses.
Students have the option of receiving dual credit for Pre-Calculus with Zane State

CP/CCP STATISTICS (252/252CC) GRADES 11 & 12 - 1 CREDIT
-Prerequisite: Geometry
Statistics is the science of planning studies and experiments, obtaining data, and then summarizing, presenting, analyzing,
interpreting, and drawing conclusions based on the data. Topics in this course include measures of central tendency and
variations, probability, sampling, hypothesis testing, and correlation analysis. S tudents have the option of receiving dual
credit for Statistics with Zane State

ADVANCED PLACEMENT CALCULUS (292) GRADE 12 - 1 CREDIT
-Prerequisite: “B” or better in Pre-calculus or Teacher Recommendation
The AP Calculus course assumes knowledge of Algebra, Geometry, Trigonometry, and Analytic Geometry. Topics in AP
Calculus include the following: the concept of a limit, the derivative, applications of the derivative, anti-derivatives,
techniques of integration, the definite integral, and applications of the integral. The content is challenging and the pace is
quick. The content of this course is dictated by the College Board.
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FOREIGN LANGUAGE

CP SPANISH I- (180) 1 CREDIT
This program is designed to acquaint the students with the Spanish language in the following areas: listening, speaking,
reading and writing. They will use tapes with native Spanish voices, visual aids, and a text containing the spoken material
as well as study the basic conversational patterns, grammatical structures, pronunciation and culture of the Spanish
people.
CP SPANISH II- (185) 1 CREDIT Passing grade must be obtained in Spanish I
This course continues the program of Spanish I on a more advanced level. The student is expected to work in the areas of
conversation and reading in a more advanced and mature manner. If time allows there may be some exposure to Spanish
literature.
CP SPANISH III - (190) 1 CREDIT  C or higher must be obtained in Spanish II
This course is designed to deal with any or all of the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

A more natural, fluent use of the Spanish language.
A study of some of the more involved structures of the language.
Refinement of pronunciation, writing and reading abilities.
A study of some of the key elements of the culture, which may include some literature.

CP SPANISH IV - (195) 1 CREDIT C or higher must be obtained in Spanish III
Most of this year will be devoted to intensive use of skills in communication in Spanish with special emphasis on reading,
writing and speaking in the target language.
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SCIENCE SUBJECTS
-If you do not meet the prerequisite, you may only take a course with teacher approval.
-More than one science course may be taken in a year.

PHYSICAL SCIENCE: (321) GRADE 9-12 - 1 CREDIT
This science course includes studies and laboratory experiences in fundamental chemistry and physics. Topics include, but
are not limited to; laboratory safety, scientific method, matter, basic chemical equations, chemical/physical properties,
waves, light, sound, machines, forces and motion.
BIOLOGY (336) GRADES 10-11-12 - 1 CREDIT
This is a life science course which examines the diverse nature of life on earth. Major topics include: biological
environments, adaptation and evolutionary change, cell structure and function, DNA and heredity, and chemical processes
that govern living organisms. Laboratory experiences, class activities and cooperative learning projects will assist the
learning of this content.
HONORS BIOLOGY (340) GRADE 9-10-11-12 - 1 CREDIT -  Prerequisite – 8th grade Science teacher recommendation or
Biology instructor approval C or better in Physical Science.
This course is a college preparatory class that investigates the composition, diversity and interconnectedness of life.
Biology focuses on understanding the structure, function and processes of cells, genetics and heredity, evolution,
classification of organisms, and ecology. Laboratory experiences, class activities and cooperative learning projects will
assist the learning of this content.
ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY (325) GRADES 10-11-12 - 1 CREDIT -  Prerequisite: Must have earned credit for Biology or
Honors Biology.
This upper-level science course can fulfill the third science credit requirements. Environmental Science is a life science
course which focuses on ecology, environmental science and the classification/characteristics of living organisms.
Laboratory experiences, dissections and cooperative learning projects will assist the learning of this content.
CHEMISTRY (360) GRADES 10-11-12 - 1 CREDIT - Prerequisite C or higher in Algebra I and B
 iology or Honors Biology.
This is a college preparatory class that looks at the behavior of matter from the perspective of the particles that make it
up. The subject requires the ability to reason abstractly about things which cannot be seen. Class and lab work consider
why we know what we know about atoms and how all measurements contain a degree of uncertainty. A scientific
calculator is required for extensive analysis of lab data. The course emphasizes the development of logical reasoning. This
upper-level science course can fulfill the third science credit requirements.
HONORS CHEMISTRY (361) GRADES 10-11-12 - 1 CREDIT - P
 rerequisite C or higher in Algebra I and Biology or Honors
Biology.
This is a college preparatory class that studies the behavior of matter. This includes interactions of matter, properties of
matter, and structure of matter. Lab work will be a crucial supplement to this class. The same content from Chemistry will
be covered, but this class offers a more accelerated pace and a more in-depth approach to the content. A scientific
calculator is required for this course. This upper-level science course can fulfill the third science credit requirements.
STEM AVIATION (379) GRADES 10-11-12 – 1 CREDIT
Prerequisite: Must have successfully completed or be currently enrolled in Biology
STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Math) AVIATION is a hands-on approach to study aviation. Students enrolled
in this class will be learning about many aspects of flight, including: types of aircraft, how they’re made, how they fly,
aircraft construction, aircraft controls, flight maneuverability, aircraft systems and instruments as well as other aviation
industry topics. Students will engage in lab activities, flight simulation, and drone flying. This class is a full-year, science
class.
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CP ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY (342) GRADES 11-12 – 1 CREDIT
Prerequisite: Biology (C or better) or Honors Biology
This college preparatory course focuses on the organization and function of the human body organ systems. The systems
covered include the skeletal, muscular, integumentary, respiratory, circulatory, digestive, immune, endocrine, excretory,
and reproductive systems. Laboratory experiences will assist the learning of this content, including the dissection of
preserved organs and a fetal pig. This upper-level science course can fulfill the third science credit requirements.
AP BIOLOGY (343) GRADES 11-12 – 1 CREDIT - Prerequisite: C or better in Chemistry
AP Biology is designed to be the equivalent of a two-semester college introductory biology course. Course goals include
increasing knowledge about life science, developing independent study skills and exposing students to the difficulty, pace
and expectations of college level courses. AP Biology focuses on the “Big Ideas” in biology: how organisms grow,
reproduce, maintain homeostasis, how populations evolve, how living systems interact and how organisms store, retrieve
and transmit information essential to life processes. The emphasis of AP Biology is on understanding concepts and
developing critical thinking skills. This upper-level science course can fulfill the third science credit requirements.
CP PHYSICS (380) GRADES 11-12 - 1 CREDIT - Prerequisite C or higher in Chemistry and Algebra I (Algebra II strongly
recommended)
Physics is a college-prep level course that introduces students to the methodology of physics by looking in-depth at
Newtonian Mechanics. Students will learn to examine the world through a physicists’ mindset while exploring the nature
of motions and the causes behind them. Major topics include: Nature of Science, Constant Velocity Motion, Constant
Acceleration Motion, Balanced and Unbalanced Forces, Energy, Impulsive Forces, and Rotational Motion. The course
emphasizes a strong conceptual and mathematical understanding of the topics and utilizes an idea before term approach.
Significant time is spent both developing and applying models of physical phenomena in laboratory settings, as well as the
integration of all the different models in two large scale projects, one each at the end of a grading period. Students should
have strong logical thinking skills and be open to communicating frequently with peers. If you’ve ever wanted to know
more about how the world around you works, this is the perfect class for you. This upper-level science course can fulfill the
third science credit requirements.
MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY (320) GRADES 11-12- ELECTIVE - ½ CREDIT
Medical Terminology provides a study of the vocabulary used by medical personnel. Basic prefixes, suffixes, root words,
and combining vowels are emphasized as the foundation for mastery. This course is for any student wanting a career in
any health field at any college and for those wanting to pursue a medical or health program at Zane State. Can be used to
fulfill ½ advanced (third) science credit.
KINESIOLOGY (324) GRADES 11-12 - ELECTIVE -½ CREDIT
Kinesiology is the study of musculoskeletal anatomy for efficient bodily movement. This course offers applications of
kinesiology and biomechanical principles for the implementation of physical education programs for students of multi-age.
Laboratory activities allow students to have hands-on practical evaluation experience. *No observation hours required.
S CIENCE OF SPORTS MEDICINE (322) GRADE 11-12 - ELECTIVE -1 CREDIT -  Prerequisite: M
 ust have earned credit for
Biology or Honors Biology.
This upper-level science course can fulfill the third science credit requirement. It studies an overview of the profession of
Athletic Training as well as a survey of the fundamentals of sports medicine. Topics include basic recognition of techniques
used in inspecting injuries; methods and techniques for treating injuries; examines the operations of the athletic training
room; and leads to an understanding of the importance of preventing injuries. This course also provides some human
anatomy and techniques, both dealing with athletes. Students will be First Aid/CPR certified during this course.
* Students are required to complete observation hours outside of classroom time with the athletic trainer.
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S CIENCE OF SPORTS MEDICINE II (323) GRADE 11-12 - ELECTIVE -1 CREDIT -  P
 rerequisite: Must have earned credit for
Science of Sports Medicine.
This course is the continuation of Science of Sports Medicine. It studies more complex injuries; mechanisms; treatments;
modalities; muscle origin, insertion, and action; and examines the role of an athletic trainer in a high school setting.
Students are responsible for knowing basic anatomy and techniques taught in Science of Sports Medicine. * Students are
required to complete observation hours outside of classroom time with the athletic trainer.
FORENSIC SCIENCE (326) GRADES 11-12 - ELECTIVE - 1 CREDIT P
 rerequisite: Must have earned credit for Biology or
Honors Biology
This upper-level science elective course focuses on the skills and concepts behind crime scene investigation and forensic
science. Students will develop investigative skills as well as reviewing and applying science to real life crimes. The course
includes laboratory experiences, case studies, online activities and cooperative learning projects to assist the learning
about forensic science. Can be used to fulfill 1 advanced (third) science credit.

SOCIAL STUDIES

Sequence of Required Courses
9th- World History
10th- US History or AP US History

11th_ US
Government or AP US Government & Politics
12th- Economics & Personal Financial Literacy
OR
AP Microeconomics

Electives
Sociology (semester, .5 credit)
AP Psychology
AP Human Geography
World Geography (semester, .5 credit)
Global Issues (semester, .5 credit)

WORLD HISTORY (442) GRADE 9 1 CREDIT - Required
Time Period: 1750-Present. Students will study history from a global perspective from the Enlightenment to present day.
This course will include grade level Ohio Content Standards.
U.S. HISTORY (443) GRADE 10 1 CREDIT – Prerequisite-World History - Required
This course begins by examining some key documents in American history which form the basis for the United States of
America. The course then continues with examining the history of the United States of America from 1877 to the present.
AP US HISTORY (444) GRADE 10 1 CREDIT – Prerequisite-World History -Required
This course will include a study of the following themes as indicated by the AP guidelines: American diversity,
demographic changes throughout American history, social reform movements, development of American culture,
economic trends and transformations, environmental issues, the structure and development of American political
institutions and aspects of citizenship, the role of religion and its impact upon society, the history and legacies of slavery,
war and diplomacy, the development of an American identity, and historical and current impacts of globalization on
American history and culture. The course will examine these themes throughout the course, identifying individual and
interconnected aspects of each theme.
US GOVERNMENT (452) GRADE 11 1 CREDIT - Prerequisite – World History, U.S. History- Required
This course will include a study of the national, state and local governments of the United States. It will involve an
investigation of the basic principles of popular sovereignty, limited government, separation of powers, checks and
balances, judicial review and the growth of these principles. A study of legislative, judicial and executive branches will be
undertaken at each level of government. Emphasis will be placed on the individual and civil rights of the student.
AP US GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS (453) GRADE 11 1 CREDIT-Prerequisite- World History, US History - Required
Students will examine the six key content areas of study for AP US Government and Politics: constitutional underpinnings
of our government; political beliefs and behaviors; political parties, interest groups, and mass media; institutions of
national government; public policy; and civil rights and civil liberties.
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ECONOMICS AND PERSONAL FINANCIAL LITERACY (451) GRADE 12 1 CREDIT
This course explores the fundamentals that guide individuals and nations as they make choices about how to use limited
resources to satisfy their wants. More specifically, it examines the ability of individuals to use knowledge and skills to
manage limited financial resources effectively for a lifetime of financial security.
SOCIOLOGY (464) - GRADES 11-12 - ½ CREDIT – ELECTIVE
Sociology examines the origins and consequences of some of the major social problems and dilemmas facing America
today. Behavior related to problems such as race, class, gender, chemical dependency, crime and the environment will be
studied from the sociological perspective.
WORLD GEOGRAPHY (454) GRADES 10-12 - ½ CREDIT Prerequisite World History- ELECTIVE
This course builds on students’ understanding of geography and spatial thinking. Contemporary issues are explored
through the lens of geography. In addition to understanding where physical and cultural features are located and why
those features are located as they are, students examine the implications of these spatial arrangements.
GLOBAL ISSUES (439) GRADES 9-12 ½ CREDIT- ELECTIVE
The Global Issues course is designed to help develop awareness, understanding, and informed opinion on U.S. foreign
policy and global issues. Global Issues allows students to study the general landscape of contemporary global problems
and issues along with in-depth explorations of specific topics. The course will introduce students to the events, trends and
problems facing citizens and leaders in an increasingly interdependent world. Global Issues is required for completion of
the Global Scholars program.
AP MICROECONOMICS (446) GRADE 12 1 CREDIT - ELECTIVE
AP Microeconomics is an introductory college-level course that focuses on the principles of economics that apply to the
functions of individual economic decision-makers. The course also develops students’ familiarity with the operation of
product and factor markets, distributions of income, market failure, and the role of government in promoting greater
efficiency and equity in the economy. Students learn to use graphs, charts, and data to analyze, describe, and explain
economic concepts.
AP HUMAN GEOGRAPHY (455) GRADES 10-12 1 CREDIT- prerequisite- World History- ELECTIVE
AP Human Geography will introduce students to the systematic study of patterns and processes that have shaped human
understanding, use, and alteration of Earth’s surface. Students employ spatial concepts and landscape analysis to examine
human social organization and its environmental consequences. They also learn about the methods and tools geographers
use in their science and practice.
AP PSYCHOLOGY (445) GRADES 10 - 12 1 CREDIT – Prerequisite of a B in previous Social Studies course – ELECTIVE.
The AP Psychology course is designed to introduce students to the systematic and scientific study of behavior and mental
processes of human beings and other animals. Students are exposed to the psychological facts, principles, and
phenomena associated with each of the major subfields within psychology. Students will also learn about the ethics and
methods psychologists use in their science and practice.
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AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT

Agriculture, Food and Natural Resources (383) GRADES 9-10-11-12
All 1st year Agricultural Education Students
Credit: 1.25 Fee: Yes
This first course is the introduction to the Agricultural Education Program at West Muskingum. Successful completion of
this course is the prerequisite for all courses in the Ag Department. Students will be introduced to the scope of the
Agricultural and Environmental Systems career field. They will examine principles of food science, natural resource
management, animal science & management, plant & horticultural science, power technology and bio-science. Students
will examine the FFA organization and Supervised Agricultural Experience programs. Throughout the course, students will
develop communication, leadership and business skills essential to the agriculture industry.
Animal & Plant Science (391) Grades 10-11-12 Credit: 1.25 Fee: Yes Prerequisite: Successful Completion of AFNR
Students will apply knowledge of animal and plant science to the agriculture industry. They will be introduced to the value
of production animals relative to the agricultural marketplace. Students will engage in animal classification and selection,
body systems, along with animal welfare and behavior in relation to the production of animals. Students will learn
principles of plant anatomy and physiology, and the role of nutrition, deficiencies and growing environment of plant
production. Throughout the course, business principles and professional skills will be examined.
Environmental Science (384) Grades: 10-11-12 Credit: 1.25
Fee: Yes Prerequisite: Successful Completion of AFNR
Students will study relationships between organisms and their environment. Principles of biogeochemical cycles,
air-water-land relationships, non-point pollution, and wetlands will be applied. Students will examine fundamentals of
resource development, agriculture sustainability, energy needs and pollution control. They will analyze and interpret data
gathered from studies on the ecosystem. Throughout this course, students will develop responses to environmental
problems and develop management strategies for responsible conservation and resource development.
Completion of this course meets graduation requirements for Advanced Science Credit.
Animal Health (387) Grades 10-11-12 Credit:1.25 Fee: Yes Prerequisite: Successful Completion of AFNR
Students will examine causes, symptoms, and treatment of common diseases with emphasis on developing preventative
health management plans. Topics will include the study of pathogens, and classifying types of diseases and disorders.
Students will perform animal health assessments and compare them to standard characteristics. Throughout the course,
students will utilize principles of technology to manage information systems, and research issues affecting the industry.
Mechanical Principles (392) Grades: 11-12 Credit: 1.25 Fee: Yes Prerequisite: Successful Completion of
Environmental Science or Animal & Plant Science
Students will engage in the mechanical principles utilized in animal and plant production systems. They will learn electrical
theory, design, wiring, hydraulic and pneumatic theory, along with metallurgy in relation to hot and cold metals. Students
will apply knowledge of sheet metal fabrication applicable to the agricultural industry along with identify, diagnose, and
maintain small air-cooled engines. Throughout the course, students will learn critical components of site and personal
safety as well as communication and leadership skills.
Ag Business Management (390) Grades 11-12 Credit 1.25 Fee: Yes Prerequisite: Successful Completion of AFNR
Students will examine elements of business, identify organizational structures and apply management skills while
developing business plans, financial reports and strategic goals for new ventures or existing businesses. They will use
marketing concepts to evaluate the marketing environment and develop a marketing plan with marketing channels,
product approaches, promotion and pricing strategies. Throughout the course, students will apply concepts of ethics and
professionalism while implications of business regulations will be identified.
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Mechanical Principles II (393) Grades 11-12 Credit: 1.25 Fee: Yes Prerequisite: Successful Completion of Mech. Prin.
Students will learn the principles of power technology equipment systems which will include electronic and electrical
systems, engines and fuels, hydraulic systems and power train components. Additionally, students will learn to safely
operate and maintain machinery and equipment along with the principles of welding and metal fabrication. All skills
taught in Mechanical Principles 2 are a continuation of Mechanical Principles and therefore, must be completed before
taking the second course.
B
 USINESS EDUCATION
Business education is relevant not only for students considering careers in business but for all students:
✓ Students whose business education will end with high school graduation.
✓ Students who will enter the workforce in various business fields.
✓ Students who will enter a two-year college or technical college.
✓ Students who are entering a four-year college/university with a business career in mind or combining business
training with another major field of interest.

Students will learn how to use technologies necessary to manipulate data with computers and related equipment. In
terms of specific skills, students will learn to use the following technologies: word processing, spreadsheets, database
management, graphics, desktop publishing, presentations, and web page design. Students will have the opportunity to
select accounting, general business, business law, international business, business communication /public speaking,
computer applications, keyboarding and word processing.
Together with technical skills and basic business foundation courses, students will have the opportunity to perfect
personal and work skills that will enable them to succeed in their chosen career path.
The Business Education Program encourages students to take the opportunity to open innumerable doors into the
business community through participation in the student organization of Future Business Leaders of America (FBLA).
These students can meet and compete with other business students throughout the state and nation at an annual Ohio
State Leadership Conference/Competition where they can enjoy the pride that comes from knowing that their classroom
lessons have been relevant and meaningful.
Business courses can provide students a firm foundation upon which to build a productive work life and the ability and
motivation to expand their horizons and adapt their skills to cope with an ever-changing world. These offerings provide
students with basic skills, productive work habits and attitude development.

BUSINESS SUBJECTS
BUSINESS & MANAGEMENT FOUNDATIONS (583) GRADE 9-10 - 1 CREDIT
This foundation course is designed to examine opportunities and careers in the world of business, management,
marketing, and computers. Students will learn basic skills that are required to be successful in a variety of
business-related careers. Areas of instruction will include business basics, accounting, finance, banking, economics,
marketing, management, selling, computer applications, and information systems. Emphasis will be placed on solving
problems, communicating effectively, applying technology, working responsibly, managing resources, and exploring
careers in the business world. Students will explore using hands-on activities, project-based learning, computer
technology, and will have the opportunity to learn from area business professionals. S TUDENTS WILL BE REQUIRED TO
JOIN A BUSINESS CLUB
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MARKETING ( 586) Grades 9- 10-11-12- 1 CREDIT
This course offers a study of marketing institutions and current problems and practices in marketing. This course examines
the present status of the domestic marketing system. Areas covered are consumer and industrial markets, retailing and
wholesaling structure, and marketing functions.
ACCOUNTING I (510) GRADE 10-12 - 1 CREDIT
Elementary principles of bookkeeping are presented. The student gains a working vocabulary of business terms and an
understanding of the preparation and use of business papers, forms, records and reports in common use in business. The
student must develop competence and neatness in journalizing, posting, making reports, adjusting and closing books
preparatory to beginning a new accounting period. Students also learn to keep an accurate account of business
transactions for small retail and wholesale businesses. After one semester of study, students determine a company's
profit for a period of operation, reflect changes in the increase or decrease in value of the business and its equipment and
handle routine transactions at the bank. A packet is used to review the semester’s work at the end.
LEGAL ENVIRONMENT (580) GRADES 10-12- 1 CREDIT
This course is intended to help students attain a basic understanding of the American legal system particularly as it relates
to business. The course will introduce the nature and operation of the court system, the legal impact of crimes and torts
on businesses, and “private law”-focusing on contracts. Environmental factors such as administrative law, ethics,
intellectual property, and e-commerce will be considered.
PERSONAL FINANCE (585) GRADES 11-12 – 1 CREDIT
Students will become the wage earners, savers, investors, and consumers of tomorrow. This course examines your job,
pay, benefits, deductions, income tax, checks and checking accounts, other bank services, credit, insurance, car, housing,
investing and other financial problems that one will run up against in life.
ACCOUNTING II (515) - GRADES 11 AND 12 - 1 CREDIT
Principles of bookkeeping and accounting learned in Accounting I are adapted to specific types of business to provide the
type of information the business needs for efficient and intelligent operation. Changes in the financial status of the
business caused by mismanagement, poor sales, and poor collections are analyzed in the latter portion of the course.
Likewise the elementary phases of cost accounting for manufacturing businesses are covered. A packet is used to review
the semester’s work at the end.
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS (582) GRADES 11-12- 1 CREDIT
This course is a study of the economic, social, legal, cultural and political considerations of doing business internationally.
Explores the role of international monetary systems, investment theory, financial markets and exchange rates.
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INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION

LIVING WITH TECHNOLOGY GRADE 9-12 - (620) ½ CREDIT
Students will work in a module lab environment investigating careers and processes in the areas of: Electricity, Computer
Numerical Control (CNC), Computer Game Design, Computer Animation, Digital Production, Electronics, Pneumatics,
Mechanisms, and Robotics. Students will have the opportunity to make projects related to these areas, and become
familiar with and develop their own career choices and goals. Students may repeat the class for additional credit.
ARCHITECTURE DESIGN (654) GRADES 9-12 1 CREDIT
Students will use architecture design principles to organize and arrange structures to create a perspective of a building.
Students will use orthographic/pictorial projection, freehand technical sketching and computer-aided drafting (CAD) skills
to generate floor and wall plans, elevations, sections, details and schedules. Students will develop sets of structural
framing and mechanical working drawings that include plumbing, HVAC and electrical power and lighting plans.
COMPUTER HARDWARE (653) GRADES 9-12 - 1 CREDIT
Students will learn to install, repair, and troubleshoot computer hardware systems. They will perform preventative
maintenance practices and learn techniques for maintaining computer hardware security. Communication skills and
professionalism in troubleshooting situations will be emphasized.
ENGINEERING DESIGN (655) GRADES 9-12 - 1 CREDIT
The focus of Engineering Design is the application of the engineering design process. Topics include work-processes,
optimization methods, design optimization, and risk management tools. Students will use 2D and 3D modeling software to
help them design solutions to solve proposed problems, document their work, and communicate solutions. Additionally,
students will interpret industry prints, and create working drawings from functional models. Emphasis is given to
experimental problem solving in real systems.
ENERGY SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT (656) GRADES 9-12 - 1 CREDIT
Students will apply the principles and practices needed for managing renewable and nonrenewable energy resources.
Throughout this course, future energy systems and energy use scenarios are investigated, with a focus on promoting the
use of renewable energy resources and technologies.
DIGITAL MEDIA PRODUCTION (657) GRADES 9-12 - ½ CREDIT
Students will be given the opportunity to create presentations using videography- the process of recording sound and
visual images on electronic media. Students interested in broadcast journalism and other related fields have the
opportunity to create their own newscasts, working in front of the camera to learn speaking and presentation techniques,
or behind the camera to learn effective film, lighting, sound, and editing techniques. Students may repeat the class for
additional credit.
PRODUCTION WOODWORKING (643) GRADES 10-12 -½ CREDIT
Students will work in a production woodworking environment. They will explore the skills, tools, methods, and processes
related to the production
industry.
ADVANCED WOODWORKING (644) GRADES 10-12- ½ CREDIT- B or better in Production Woodworking
Students will work in a woodworking environment. They will utilize advanced skills, tools, methods, and processes related
to the wood production industry.
PRODUCTION MANUFACTURING (652) GRADES 11-12 -1 CREDIT - NO PREREQUISITE
Students interested in a career in manufacturing will have the opportunity to earn the nationally recognized Certified
Production Technician (CPT) credential, along with work-based learning experience within the field. The program and
curriculum are designed specifically to advanced manufacturing. Students will gain hands-on experience during class time
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using the SkilBoss’ cutting edge, simulator technology. The course will also support soft skill development and
career-opportunity awareness through the creation of student-work portfolios and opportunities to visit local
manufacturing partners. Students who successfully complete the course modules and assessments will graduate with the
MSSC-CPT credential, recognized by the manufacturing industry and the Ohio Department of Education’s graduation
requirements.

FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCES

CULINARY FUNDAMENTALS (683) GRADES 9-12 - ½ CREDIT
In this course, students will apply fundamental culinary techniques, such as knife handling skills and the recognition,
selection and proper use of tools and equipment. An emphasis will be placed on mise en place, the management of time,
ingredients and equipment. Students will apply standard recipe conversions using proper scaling and measurement
techniques.
GLOBAL FOODS (692) GRADES 9-12 - ½ CREDIT
In this course, students will compare cuisines, ingredients and preferred cooking methods of various cultures. The
influence of traditions and regional and cultural perspectives on food choices and culinary practices will be emphasized.
Students will examine the issues and conditions that affect the availability and quality of food in the global market, and
apply advanced cooking techniques, including the use of speciality and advanced equipment in the preparation of food
dishes.
FOOD SCIENCE (693) GRADES 9-12 - ½ CREDIT
In this course, students will apply basic culinary practises and understand how flavor, texture and appearance are affected
during food preparation. Students will evaluate chemical reactions as they occur in cooking methods and assess how to
control high risk safety situations. Food safety and sanitation techniques will align to industry-recognized certifications.
CHILD DEVELOPMENT (689) GRADES 10-11-12 - ½ CREDIT
In this course, students will study the principles of child growth, development and behavior. An emphasis will be placed on
the cognitive development of a child and sensory and motor skills. Additional topics will include childhood diseases,
immunizations, theories of development, learning styles and evaluating child care services.
INTERIOR DESIGN, FURNISHINGS AND MANAGEMENT (698) GRADES 10-12 - ½ CREDIT
Students will examine design principles used in residential interiors. An emphasis will be placed on project collaboration,
design techniques, and environmental sustainability. Additional topics will include floor and wall coverings in living spaces,
kitchens and baths, anthropometrics, ergonomics and psychological responses.
COLLEGE AND CAREER READINESS (696) GRADES 12 - ½ CREDIT
In this course, students will develop effective learning strategies and skills to provide a strong foundation for successful
lifelong learning. Throughout this course students will research careers and occupations, review post secondary
admissions qualifications, develop interviewing skills and participate in a job shadow. Additional topics will include
principles and techniques of professionalism, networking, conflict resolution, negotiation, leadership and
entrepreneurship.
TRANSITIONS AND CAREERS (684) GRADES 9-10 - ½ CREDIT
Students will analyze interests, aptitudes and skills to prepare for careers to transition through life. An emphasis will be
placed on work ethics, team building, communication, and leadership skills. Additional topics will include etiquette and
career planning.
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ART DEPARTMENT

ART I (811) GRADE 9-10-11-12 - 1 CREDIT
The basics of art are the focus in this course. Drawing talent is not a prerequisite for this class. Art is being able to
experiment with different tools, papers, materials, and equipment. It is a studio course and students will learn about
where materials are located and how they are to be cared for. Students will be introduced to the language of art, the
elements, and principles of design along with art history. Students will also develop their knowledge, understanding and
appreciation of art and its importance. The student will be introduced to educational and career opportunities in the art
field. Since this is a hands-on course, daily attendance and participation is important as well as maintaining an open
mind. There will be opportunities to participate in exhibitions.
ART APPRECIATION – (821) GRADES 9-12  1
 /2 CREDIT Prerequisite: students who have previously taken Art I or
Principles of Art and Design and received a C or higher.
Art appreciation introduces students to the world of art history through the study of artists of the Twentieth Century and
their styles. Students will create artworks that are inspired by these significant artists and their contributions to art
history will be explored. This class will develop basic art making skills. Some written assignments will be required.
PRINCIPLES OF ART & DESIGN (822) GRADES 9-12 – ½ CREDIT
Principles of Art & Design will focus on the elements of art and design and relate them to how artists have used them
throughout history. After studying about the artists and their styles, students will create art projects with various
materials. This class will develop students’ basic art making skills using a variety of mediums to create artwork. Some
written assignments will be required.
ART II/ADVANCED ART- (812) GRADES 10-12 ½ CREDIT__Prerequisite: students who have previously taken Art I or
Principles of Art & Design and received a C or higher.
The focus of this course is for students to refine and enhance their design skills in a variety of 2D/3D mediums. The
elements and principles of art will be explored through assignments that will include using materials such as acrylics,
watercolors, oil and chalk pastels, colored pencils, charcoals and sharpies. After studying artists, both the masters and
contemporary, students will develop their own individual style and artwork. Students should have a sincere desire to
enhance and further their artwork, with a strong work ethic. There will be opportunities to participate in exhibitions.
INTRO TO CERAMICS (820) GRADES 10-11-12 - ½ CREDIT  Prerequisite: students who have previously taken Art I or
Principles of Art & Design and received a C or higher.
This class is designed for students who have an interest in working with clay, and other sculpting materials. It will give
students experiences in making functional as well as nonfunctional pieces using a variety of techniques such as: pinching,
coil, slab and handbuilding. Students will be introduced to a variety of glaze applications and be expected to create well
thought out designs and forms using good craftsmanship.
DRAWING – (813) GRADES 10-12  1/2 CREDIT Prerequisite: students who have previously taken Art I or Principles of
Art and Design and received a C or higher.
The Drawing course will provide opportunities for students to develop drawing skills. A variety of materials and techniques
will be used to produce compositions based on the Elements and Principles of Design. Students will be expected to develop
and use art vocabulary and to produce original drawings. Topics and projects will include: Drawing Techniques: Contur,
Gesture, Shading, Cartooning, One and Two Point Perspective.
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PAINTING – (814) GRADES 10-12  1/2 CREDIT Prerequisite: students who have previously taken Art I or Principles of
Art and Design and received a C or higher.
The Painting course will provide opportunities for students to develop painting skills. A variety of materials and techniques
will be used to produce compositions based on the Elements and Principles of Design. Students will be expected to develop
and use art vocabulary and to produce original paintings. Topics and projects will include C
 olor Theory: Value,
Tint/Shades, Color Wheel. C
 olor Schemes: Monochromatic, Analogous, Complementary, Neutral, Primary, Secondary,
Tertiary, Triadic, Warm and Cool. P
 ainting Techniques: Brush Work, Palette Knives, Gesso, Canvas, Watercolor paper,
Acrylics, Tempera and Watercolors.
CREATIVE CRAFTS – (818) GRADES 10-12 ½  CREDIT Prerequisite: students who have previously taken Art I or
Principles of Art and Design and received a C or higher.
The Creative Crafts course will include an exposure to various cultural connections through a variety of craft techniques.
Students will apply the elements and principles of design through the use of a variety of mediums while gaining an
understanding of the various tools and vocabulary needed to complete the craft. Crafts include collage, papermaking,
paper mache, mosaics, jewelry making, basketry, stamp making, decoupage, duct tape projects, weaving and seasonal
crafts.

INDEPENDENT ART REQUIREMENTS:
1.)
2.)
3.)
4.)

Student must be of Junior or Senior Status
Student must have taken a minimum of 3 a
 rt courses prior to taking an independent study
Student must have a teacher recommendation before signing up for independent study.
If student has shown exemplary work habits and produced advanced work, teacher may recommend student for
an independent study before having junior or senior status, or taking a minimum of 3
  art courses. This decision is
solely on the discretion of the art teacher and would be discussed with student and student’s parents.
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MUSIC SUBJECTS
Performing Ensembles
CONCERT BAND (864) 1 CREDIT SEM. 1 & 2 or YEAR
A musical performance organization that makes up the core of the instrumental music program. Students in this course
will refine their skills as a musician on their instrument in solo, ensemble, and large band settings. Members are expected
to attend all performances, which include three concerts, district/state contests, Commencement, and special
performances. Some after school rehearsal may be necessary. Membership is by audition/permission of the band director
and is open to all students capable of playing a band instrument.
JAZZ BAND (866) 1 CREDIT
A musical performance ensemble that studies the elements of jazz, pop, and rock styles. This group performs at band
concerts, special events, and jazz festivals. Membership is by audition/permission of the band director and is open to
students that can play one of the following instruments: saxophone, trumpet, trombone, piano, bass, guitar, or drums.
MARCHING BAND (863) 1/2 CREDIT - MEETS AFTER SCHOOL
A musical performance organization that promotes school spirit through instrumental and choreographed performances
at football games, parades and band festivals. Students are required to attend summer rehearsals, including band camp
July 29-Aug. 3, after school practices, and attend all performances. Marching season runs from Memorial Day through
mid-November. Marching band is an exciting and integral part of the high school band experience; therefore, all band
students are expected to participate. Those students with conflicting fall activities may be excused if enrolled in 1st
semester concert band. Membership is by audition/permission of the band director and is open to students capable of
playing a band instrument.
PEP BAND (865) 1/2 CREDIT - MEETS AFTER SCHOOL
A musical performance ensemble that promotes school spirit through instrumental performances at home basketball
games and special events. Pep Band season runs from December through February. Membership is by
audition/permission of the band director and is open to all students capable of playing a band instrument.
CONCERT CHOIR (883) GRADES 9-12 – ½ CREDIT - SEM. 1 & 2 or YEAR
The aim and purpose of Concert Choir is to help the student have an understanding of vocal music from 1600 to the
present. The Choir is designed for students who enjoy performance.
AUDITION VOCAL ENSEMBLE (884) -1 CREDIT

An extremely selective group of 10-12 vocalists who will perform both popular and traditional music at a highly

competitive level. Performances will be of a more theatrical nature. This group will be the elite vocalist group at West
Muskingum. R
 equirements to join include: membership in the concert choir, and being selected through the audition
process. Students will audition for Mr. Whetstone at the beginning of May. Auditioning requires you to select a song to
sing. Also, be prepared to sight sing.
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HEALTH & PHYSICAL EDUCATION

PHYSICAL EDUCATION (920) GRADES 9-10-11-12 - ¼ CREDIT – ½ CREDIT PE REQUIRED
P
 hysical Education Goal
In physical education class, students will participate in different activities that promote a healthy lifestyle. The course will
be structured under the National Standards for Sport and Physical Education.Students will have the opportunity to
increase their strength, endurance, flexibility, improve body composition, balance, spatial awareness, and
communication/teamwork skills. Students will be assessed in multiple ways including participation, work ethic, proper
dress, skills test, cognitive/written test. Possible topics include, but are not limited to: endurance training, circuit training,
soccer, basketball, volleyball, football, baseball, modern Dance, traditional dance, track & field, golf, ultimate frisbee,
archery, team building exercises, and miscellaneous games & fitness activities. Required assessments: There are two
required assessments that must be completed successfully in order to pass the course.
HEALTH (935) GRADES 9-10-11-12 - 1/2 CREDIT - REQUIRED
Health Education Goal
The goal of health education, and thus the health education standards, is health literacy. Health literacy is the capacity of
individuals to obtain, interpret, and understand basic health information, products, and services and the competence to
use such information, products, and services in ways that will enhance personal, family, school, and community health.
Additionally, the health literate person is: a critical thinker and problem solver; a responsible, productive citizen; a
self-directed learner; an effective communicator. These four essential characteristics are woven throughout the National
Health Education Standards. Topics include: physical activity & nutrition for life; mental & emotional health and ethics;
promoting safe and healthy relationships; personal care and body systems; growth & development; tobacco, alcohol, and
other drugs; disease and disorders; injury prevention and environmental health.
PHYSICAL FITNESS (945) GRADES 10-12 – 1/2 CREDIT Prerequisite – completed Physical Education High School Credit
This Physical Fitness Course is designed to challenge students in the areas of health and fitness. In this course we will
utilize the nautilus equipment and cardiovascular machines to teach students the importance of staying in shape both
physically and mentally.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION WAIVER
A student who, during high school, has participated in interscholastic athletics, marching band, cheerleading, or Twisters
for at least two full seasons is eligible to opt out of taking Physical Education. However, the student is still required to
complete 21 credits to graduate. The .5 credit that the student would have earned from Physical Education needs to be
made up with another elective.
The waiver form must be filled out at the completion of each season, and the necessary signatures must be secured for
each sport/activity. It is the student’s responsibility to complete this form and turn it into their counselor. A complete
athletic season is defined as a season where the student remained on the roster for the complete season and was not
removed or left the team or activity for any reason.
Students who are granted the waiver are still eligible to choose physical education courses as elective courses.
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ELECTIVES

EFFECTIVE LEADERSHIP (682) GRADES 10-11-12 0 CREDIT - SEMESTER
The purpose of this leadership course is to help you prepare to take the next step for leadership positions. Class will be led
by Mr. Shawger, West Muskingum Superintendent. Guest lecturers will be brought in on occasion to discuss different
leadership styles. No tests or quizzes will be given. Credit will not be given for this course but you will receive a certificate
of participation in leadership training. Preference will be given to grades 11 – 12.

VARSITY ATHLETE WEIGHT LIFTING (936A OR 936B) GRADES 9-10-11-12 - ½ CREDIT - ELECTIVE -OFFERED EACH SEM.
Athletes will go through a weight lifting program specifically designed for varsity athletes. This course will focus on proper
technique, muscle building and agility training. A Varsity coach from the school must recommend you for the class.
Approved by teacher.

SPECIAL EDUCATION SERVICES
Students who have been receiving special educational services will have their class schedules adjusted to accommodate
their needs as prescribed by the Individual Education Plan (IEP).
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